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Communique of the meeting 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament today held its 647th plenary 

meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the chairmanship of 

H.Ea Ambassador Niaz A. Naik, representative of Pakistan. 

Statements were made by the representatives of Sweden, the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics and India. 

The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday, 1 August ·1974, at 
10.30 a.m. 

* 
* * 
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~~-='ryi,QB§,SOI-J. (Si•Teden): It· v1as .i.wt long ago;;-- it seems to me -- that in my 

·first ma.jor_ :staj;E)me:lt in the Commi ttea I no· ed. that there' vrero 'pdssibili"ties for· ~eal 
. ! . . . 

p:ro&.ess in the disarmam~n;t. "\'!Ork this year. Dif:f·erent aspects bf the imlJEn~ative· neea 

for such progress 1..re:r.G discussed 9: including, obviously, the need to curtail nuclear 

weapo~xs~.- I· said·, as .has ... been sa5 .. t1 many times by many delegaJd .. ons, that the 'ino.st 

imp~r-Gant immediate step which can be taken to halt the nuclear arms': rac'e is a' 

comprehen13iYe -:t~s.t', ha:l,__,_·I aJ.so refs:r.red ·to the: increased p:roliferatloh .;riskf:i emanating 

from continued te_::;·';s, of nus;lear vreapons. 

Much has happened s~_nce th~_·n, but not ~ery much 1·rhich can be 1velcomed f~·om a 

disa~Tma:r·1 s po~.nt of vie";· Nuclear tes :jing has r10t beer.; suspended. On the cont1'ary, 
. ' 

six, countries have exploded nudea~ devices during the last h;o months. T:1at means 
' I 

.. ~.: :. 

-Ghat more countries ha.,-·e carried out m::•::J..ear explosions during this short period tha.:'1 

erer:· before. 'Fhe two s'..lper-Povre.rs have -r.:-egrettably ccntinued their testing in the 
., 

--J;:;.-::1d:L tiona..l.. m~:m.ner, +,hel~eby vio:l_aJGing the sp.i.ri t of article VI of the lion-Proliferation 

Treaty (N'PT) (GGnnr~l .Asse-a:.bly resolutio·n 2373 (JOCII)). .An agreement betueen the tlm 

-t;::; stn:r;:• tbeir t~stLJ.g completely lrould obviousJ.y jmprove the prospects considerably for 
\ . 

a. g_i_obaJ .. -cessatio1.1 o~ a~l mniear tests wl th:!..n not too distant a future. It is our 

eonsidercd o:pinion t:1at the r~.s+cs. -tl1at the super--Pavers run by continuing testinG are 

;;.reater than the ~('isko c:)rrne::.;ted -vr:i.th a. :prohibition of all tests. 

It is· al:Jo difJ8,ppo:i.:tl·~.ing -(;:; f.:1-nd that -vre have again three testing nuclear-ueapon 

I\:;-,,;e:r:.~ i:1 t:'1is Com.11i ttee. As announc9d by 'She Br:i tish Prime !l'finister in tl1e 

Ho-;;,3e cf Cora2on;:; in lal;e J1..me 7 the Un.::.ted 'K:L:cgdom Governmen-1:: has carried out a nuclea.r

vrea.ponu te~t, r,tating at th.::: same time that it shares the concern of othe:;." :parties to 

thE: liP£ · c,bout the ·u.rgt-::n-1; nPed to strengthe.n the ~Preaty. The WGapons -testing of the 

th:ree depcs~tary cou:ntries does not ·st:reng-t11en ~he NPT. I think ive c~l. acree on that. 

A.gd.in t!lis ~-'E.'n8r -GiF' nucJ.ea.r.->ve::lpon States are testing in the atmosphere. The 

Stv-edisb Gover·r.unen·~ deplores the con·~~-~maJc.:i.on of ·these atmospheric tests in defiance of 

the pur:r_:~se of -Ghe }1Io:;:'JOI·T ·rl'ea.ty (mi'DC/100/Rev. tj ~ \ve direct a neH a}Jpeal to these 

tw-o eo,.rr~tries tO 2:,,~hr::~•::-e iu efl'ect tc -~ho treaty and the:;_~eby make it universal. Those 

·who Ei cill r.on:ain ot.:ctsic1e tal"e upon themsel V8s a 1heavy ·c1..rrden of respons_ibili ty, 

It can ·be said that from a prt.rely environmental. point of vim·r atmospheric tests 

a:re n;_ore harmful then UJ:lcler[,T01Jncl e:xplosio:2s. The fac i: that most test explosiQns at 
I 

p·E.sent take place v.n.del·g.~.·otmd obvioueJ.y reduces the health hazards from radioactive 

fall~-out. I:owever, this in no viay mal<:es underg:Uound tests acceptable. I'or1 the 

dev"lopment of nuclear vreapons there is nowadays little ·difference betueen the ttvo 
I 

kinds of tests. 
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Mrs. Thorsson (§>veden) 

Recently a sixth nuQlear-ex:piosion Povrer has emerged in the world arena. . The 

Swedish Government has expressed its deep c~mcern. about the fn.ct that India has decided 
1 .·i1 

to enter upon a nuclear-explosions progra.rume, even though we have taken not~'of its 

assurances that this is for :peaceful :purposes oruy. Just as the testing of the five 
. . 

nuclear-weapon Po>vers endangers the }.I""PT, any nuclear explosion by a new co~try 

obviously sharply :i..ncre?ses the risk of fur-ther nuclear-·weapons proliferation. Tl1e NPT · 
is by nature discriminatory, but _its pvxpose is such that it has been supported by the 

majority, and needs to "f?e supported by the entirety, of the "tvorld ·community. It is in 

the interest of every single country in the t·mrlcl that this purpose be fv~filled. 
In this context I' should like to refer to certain press reports on the-potential· 

danger of India's example being followed. by other so called threshqld States. I feel 

compelled to· state. th~t, as far as Sweden j_s concerned, there is no such te~ptation. 
My country's aill1erence to the NPT is firm. 

One :particular aspect of the recent development of nuclear tveaponry vrhich has 

caused concern to my Government is the interest &1ovm in making and deploying nuclear 

mini-weapons, i.e. nuclear_ ueapons vri th vel~y small yields, close to or even overlay:ping 

the yield range of conventio~lal t·reapons. Last yEar my :predecessor }Irs. Nyrdal :posed a 

number o~ questions to the nuclear-,·reapons Pmvers in the CCD about ti1e situation as 

regards those weapqns (CCD/PV.620~ pages 14, 15). I am indeed very pleased to note 

that tvm of the delegations· concerned have now replied to those questions. 

I first wish to thank the represenialiive of the United Kingdom, }Jr. I-Iaim;orth, 

for his statement (CCD/PV.625) last year t:bat the United Kingdom has tal:en no decision 

"to develop, test, or deploy a new generation of small yield tactical nuclear uea:pons", 

and that 
l 

"in the view of the British Government, Sem.:tri ty Council resolution 255 refers 

to nuclear aggression of any type whatsoever, and the statement made by the 

United Kingdom representative at the 1430th. meeting of the Sec1.1ri ty Council 

is to be read in that sense". 

I also vmnt to thank the representative of the United States, 1-Ir. Hartin, foJ.1 the 

·comprehensive replies he gave on 23 J'l1ay. i:Je are :particularly happy to note his 

explicit statement 

"That the United Stai{es Government-has no intent1on whatsoever to treat such 

tactical systems as interchangeable vri th conventional arms. \-Je fully appreciate 

that the distinction, or 1 firebreak 1 ~ bet'I.·Jeen nuclear and non-nuclear arms is a 

major factor in :preventing nuclear warfare, and we 'l.vill not act to erode this 
/ 

distinction" ( CCDjPV. 63.8J P.age 2~). 
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My delegation also attaches the utmost importance to ~1r. 11artin' s unequivocal 

"Yes" (ibid., page 29) to our questions whether the agreement betv1een the United States 

and the USSR on the prevention of nuclear war tv-ould apply to wars in vrhich only 

":mini.:..nukes" were used, and also >vhether the United States interprets Secm~i ty Council 

resolution 255 (1968) concerning security assurances as· applying. to nuclear aggression 
. ' . 

in which only "mini-nukes" Here used ( CCD/PV. 620, page 15). We thinl: that the 

position tru(en on the issue of nuclear mini-weapons by the Governments of the 

United Kingdom and the United States is reassuring. It should remove one of the 

potential dangers to the NPT regime, something which is badly needed in these days. 

life hope that a similar. statement vlill soon be forthcoming from the representative of 

the USSR. This would enable the CCD to close the issue. 

li'or several years novr He have all vri th keen interest been follovring uhat 1,m 

could discern about the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks and the results achieved there 

by the two super-Pm>Ters. Sometimes the reports have been reassuring? sometimes 

disappointing, and sometimes outright disquieting. \:[e vrelcome the a.gTeement at the 

recent Moscow summit meeting to abstain mutually from a second .ABM site,.uhich 

reinforces the impo_rtant ADJvl Treaty of 1972. Ho>vever, the continuing stalemate and 

pessimistic undertones regarding the central issue of curbing offensive strategic 

nuclear weapons give rise to misgiving as to the possibilities of containing the still 
-

accelerated arms race in this field. 

In order to enable parties -- and non-parties -- to the :i!TPT to tal:e stock of the 

efforts undertaken by the t-vro main nuclear-:\-reapon Powers in pursuit of article VI of 

the Treaty, it is desirable for them to have official access to all the taxts of 

agreements and protocols in this field. It should be in the interest of those tvro 

Powers to make available any material ;,rhich could speak in their favour. \fe therefore 

fail to understand the decision to keep secret the text of the Protocol regarding 

offensive weapons signed in Hoscovr on 3 July. The res1.1l ts of SALT are of great interest 

and importance to the whole vrorld commuhi ty. Public opinion can \fell 1.mderstand >Jhy 

the negotiations must be kept secret, but reacts vJi th suspicion when information is 

withheld concerning the_ agreements reached. Such an attitude does not contribute to the 

indispensable process of confidence-building between the two super-Pov1ers and the 

rest of the world. 

Now, I should like to examine in some detail the test-ban issue, starting uith the 

threshold test ban signed at the recerit summit meeting in Moscow. The first quest~on 

to consider is obviously the threshold test ban's effect on' nuclear test explosions. 
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Mrs. Tho~n (S>vede_n) 

After 31 1-iarch 1976 nuclear~weapons testing by the tvm Power's -vrill be .l:Lmi tec1 to yields 

below 150 kilotons and ·confined tq a· number of designated military test sit(;)s •. From an 

analysis which our scientists have made on available observations and.p~blications, I 

have learned that in recent years the nuclear explosions tests above.l50 ldlotons have 

consti tu..ted not even ten per cent of the Uni teo.· States and not even tyenty per cent of 
\, 

the Soviet testing. vle therefore foresee, at most, a moderate decrease of the 

frequency of United States and Soviet tests after the coming i~to. f9r?e of the ti1reshold 

test ban. Before that cut-off date \ve. unfortunately must count on an increase in the 

number of tests above the 150 kiloton threshold. This has already been foreshado.-vred 

by reports from the United States about requests for nevr funds for this. :purpose. 

The only advantage I can find in this particular aspect of the threshold :test ban 

is that the eventual disappearance of the most powerful tests will perhaps alLiy some of. 

the fears al1.-rays felt by the general public. I can only hope that this will not 

develop into a false feeling of security and thereby lessen the vigilance of the 

general public against all nuclear testing~ The administrations directly responsible 

for the testing under the bilateral tl+reshold test ban vdll, I fear, be led into the 

mistaken feeling that testing belo.:1 the 150 kiloton threshold has noY.T been legitimized. 

They may well become even less inclined than before to strive. for a compreh<;msiv:e test. 

ban. It· is perhaps sigruficant -- though I hope not - that on the very day that vTe 

could read in the joint communique from :noscovT that both sides \oJere in favour of a 

compreh'ensive test ban and that the threshold test ban >'las an important step in this 

direction ..;._ on that very day Secretary of Defense Schlesinger said in Uashington that 

those who ••ai t for a comprehensive test-ban agreement might 11 v1ai t etern?lly11
• A 

bilateral agreement cannot legitimize activities to v1hich the United Hations 

General Assembly has call.ed. for an end for so many years .. 

As we assess the ca:.Qabili ties of seismology, ·the threshold could from the 

identification point of vievf have been put considerably lower tha!l 150, indeed belm·T 

ten kilotons., That vrould have been a very different -- quite significant -- tl1reshold 

treaty. As it is, there must b~. some ·other explanation than the verification :i,ssue of 
', .. 

the selection of, the very high threshold of 150 kilotons. What influence i.f.LJ,-1 in fact 

the bilateral ·threshold test l;an have on the future of nuclear weaponry? 
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Vlrs. Tborsson (Svleden) 

life can expect that eventually the United States and the Soviet Union ·vill not 

deploy any new nuclear-iveapons systems ivi th >varhead yields in. the awesome meeaton range. 

vli th the long lead-times needed for the development of vmapons systems vre cannot, 

however, expect this effect for five or ten years from now. During the next f~w_years~ 

-vre may, on the contrary, expect deplo;yment of some ne1-1 high-yield nuclear \veapons 

systems. 

In other words, nuclear disarmament has not beglin. Recent developments in the 

technique of finding and hitting targets, such as using satellites and i·rhat has been 

called "swart" bombs which look for and run to1v-ards the target, >-rill increase the 

precision of missiles to the extent that the demand for the most povrerful nuclear 

vreapons will be diminishing. Instead of near misses vii th powerful nuclear explosions, 

it will be possible to achieve direct hits 1-ri th >·reaker nuclear explosions. _This 

appears to be the simple technical reason behind the threshold test ban. 

The disappearance of the strongest nuclear "\·reapons ivould reduce the horrible 

damage to be expected in the event of stra~egic nuclear vreapons ever being used. This 

gain, however, would be partly offset by the acquisition by both super-Pouers of the 

much-debated MIRV missiles, >'fhich vrould permit them to shovrer each other and any :!?art 

of our ylanet with a several times increased number of vmalcer nuclear explosions, 

where "weaker" still means several·times stronger than the Hiroshima bomb. llust this 

be oux perspective of the future? 

Furthermore, the appearance of a large number of less p01.verful but more acc1.rrate 

missiles in the strange uorld of deterrence has been considered by some to increase 

the likelihood of an outbreal: of nuclear >var. That is another case of the classical 

dialectic problem in matters of >Jar and peace, vrhere often a decrease of the 

consequences of ivar is compensated by an increase of its likelyhood, and vice versa. 

The threshold test ban is a bilateral treaty betvreen the United, States e.nd the 

Soviet Union. Its bilateral nature, in combination >vi th the inte;rnational concern 

about the tools of -deterrence and nuclear >v-ar, must generate a feeling of being ruled 

over by the Big T\v-o •. The rest of the -vrorld cannot accept to be left outside the 

course of events. We in the CCD, to -vn1ich the United Nations General Assembly has 

delegated the task of negotiating >wrld--vd.de disarmament, must continuously study ho>v 

this bilateral Treaty affects all other States. 
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(Mrs. Thorsson 9 S11reden) 

The comprehen~ive test ban r.emains the priority· item on the agenda of our 

Committee. Will·, then, the threshold. test ban make the comprehensive test ban easier to 

attain? We hope so, but we can see arguments both for and against. It can be feared 

that the parties will.rega;rd this as a convenient closure of the test-ban issue~ despite 

the undertaking to treat the thresh9ld test bru1 as a first step towards a comprehensive 

test ban. On the other hand~ the detailed contro1 co-operation foreseen in the 

threshold. test ban could vFell generate so much understanding and trust that at least the 

control issue in connexion with a oomprehensi ve test ban could be set .aside by the 

super-Powers. Sweden will continue to contribute political 9 scientific and technical 

efforts to this end. 

The control arrangements foreseen in the threshold test ban itself an·d the Protocol 

to it are, ih other words, an important aspect of the agreement. The first .task for 

the parties will be. to identify explosions, the next to monitor the location and strength 

of the explosions, in order to verify that they.are inside the test sites and below the 

150-kiloton threshold. The two Powers have ag~eed to assist each other in solving the 

special problems in regard to the threshold by exchanging information on the location 

and geophysical characteristics of the military test sites and the explosions 9 including 

explosions for calibration. 

Other States would also be interested in monitoring the explosions and the adherence 

to the yield threshold. They would prbbably wish to contribute th(:3ir measurements to 

the observations made by the two parties. Contributions from many widespread 

observatories >-rould indeed assist this task materially. On the other hand~ access to the 

particulars about the test sites and the shot data will be essential for, their proper 

interpretation of the events. It would therefore be both politically and technically 

appropriate to make data pn test sites and explosion data available to other governments 

and to pool all observations on the events. It is not clear from the threshold test ban 

and its Protocol whether this is intended or not. The Swedish delegation would vmlcome 

a statement by the co-Chairmen on this point. 

The two Powers will also have to distinguish between earthquakes and explosions on 

each other's territory. Under the threshold test ban the identification problems are 

somewhat modified by the confinement of military tests to designated test sites, whereas 

explosions for peaceful.purposes are to be conducted outside these sites. If the test 

sites are placed in non-seismic areas the identification problem there will be quite 
I 

small; but outside these areas it will remain necessary to distinguish between 

earthquakes and explosions. In particular the parties will have to deal with the many 

earthquakes in seismic areas. 
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(Mrs. Thorsson 2 SvTeden) 

All this should be another good reason for them to take advantage-~f an international 
I 

pooling of seismometric observations. This is-indeed the occasion to institute the 

international data exchange advocated for many years by the Swedish delegation, for the 

first time in 1965 (ENDC/154). The idea has been supported by a number of States; we 

have also noted that the representative of the Soviet Union has repeatedly declared that 

his Government would be ready to join in and contribute to such a 'data exchange in the 

event of an underground test ban. 

The parties will also have to find out whether explosions outside the test sites 

are non-nuclear or nuclear and, in the latter case, whether they are for peaceful 

purposes or not. The solution of these problems will depend on an agreement about 

peaceful nuclear explosions which remains to be concluded between the two Powers. We 

hqve understood that there is an agreement in principle that observers will be present 

at such explosions. I hope indeed that this will mean not merely bilateral but 

international observation. The International Atomic Energy Agency has, in co-operation 

with the two Powers and other States 9 already formulated and agreed on procedures for the 

international observation of peaceful nucl~ar explosions under the NPT. These procedures 

could be considered a suitable starting-point for the working-out of procedures for the 

international observation of such explosions also in the territories of the two 

super-Powers. 

Apart from the technicalities of identification under the threshold test ban of 

military nuclear explosions and peaceful nuclear explosions 9 particular political 

importance must be attached to the achievement of international observation of peaceful 

nuclear explosions. By this I mean not only such explosions under the }~T that is 

when the NPT nuclear Powers perform peaceful nuclear explosions by way of assistance 

under article V --but also when the nuclear-weapons Powers carry out peaceful nuclear 

explosions for their ovm purposes anyvrhere. Such an undertaking would constitute a 

good example and vmu.ld considerably ease the task of arranging international observations 

of peaceful nuclear explosions made by countries still outside the NPT. 

The threshold test ban gives peaceful nuclear explosions a new and rather distinct 

place. Together with the attention already given to them under the NPT, and the recent 

carrying~out of a peaceful nuclear eA~losion by India-- an event which has adversely 

affected the efforts to stop the spread of nuclear-explosion capability -- peaceful 

nuclear explosions have obtained a political"importancewhich compels me to take up some 

more general aspects. 
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(Mrs. Thorsson 2 Sweden) 

Peaceful nuclear explosions give rise to a number of international problems. Under 

the NPT they were offered as a compensation for the undertaking by the non-:i:mclear weapon 

States not to develop nuclear devices. This provision of the NPT has so far not been 

impleme_nted. The United States development of·peaceful nuclear explosions has slowed 

down, perhaps for purely domestic reasons but enough to generate doubts about the general 

usefulness of such explosions. The Soviet programme appears more vigorous and -contains ' 

a few applications which could be quite successful. 

In order to implement the NPT fully in regard to peaceful nuclear explosions, an 

international agreement on .such explosions must be concluded. The stipulation in article V 

of the Treaty on this matter provides us with a base for negotiation. This would of 

course be a political matter and therefore a proper task for the CC]) to undertake. The 

special international agreement must state explicitly that the potential benefits of 

peaceful expl'osions shall be made available on a non-discriminatory basis to those countries 

that forego production of nuclear devices. - The technical feasibility of a particular 

project, its economic, health and safety aspects, should be evaluated by the 

International Atomic Energy Agency. The overall advisability of the project should in 

our view be determined by a political international body.· This body should also have the 

authority to license such a project. When it comes to the execution of the project, the 

International .Atomic Energy Agency again would have an important role to play in 

arranging for and controlling the actual explosion. 

This is, of course, only one aspect of the general desideratum, or rather imperative, 

that the use of nuclear energy in general should be under the control of an international 

regime. This is a matter which I should like to elaborate in some general terms. 

The initial success achieved in stopping· the spread of nuclear weapons may turn into 

a frightening· failure. We must request all parties to the NPT to take further action to 

implement articles IV, V .and VI, and appeal to States not yet parties to adhere to the 

treaty. But new vigorous efforts are also necessary to guide the course of events into 

a positive direction. We must ask ourselves vrhether a ne~rr approach might not be necessary 

to tackle the problem of control, a more powerful and effective approach than the one now 

prescribed in article III. In view of all the recent eve~ts, it is necessary to 

strengthen the barrier which must be kept between the peaceful uses of the atom and its 

use in nuclear weapons. The present safeguards system can detect but not prevent the. 

diversion of nuclear materials. It is, in other words, only an inspecti,on and accounting 

system. Most important, it lacks, so far, application to all facilities in all countries. 
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(Mrs. Tho~sson, Sweden) 

A country which exports nuclear material and equipment for exclusively peaceful use 

cannot feel safe that its exported material or equipment will not in some future be used 

for bombs or other explosive devices. In addition to this dang·er of proliferation, the 

accelerating world production o·f plutonium as a by-product of peaceful nuclear energy 

constitutes a formidable problem in the handling of large quantities of this 'highly 

radioactive and supertoxic material. It:is obvious that'the free utilization of nuclear 

energy forpeaceful purposes, as foreseen in article IV of the NPT, will not be possible 

if the. barr,ier is not .secure. 

Facing these grave prospects, I vrish to recall that, when the .International Atomic 

Energy Agency was established, the aim was to provide such a barrier.· ·I vrish to suggest 

for the cons·ideration of the Committee that these aims now be realized. . In considering_ 

th:i,s I have been inspired by certain elements in the proposals discussed.during the 1940s. 

in the United Nati?ns Atomic Energy Commission, .and also by elements of the Euratom Treaty 

and the I!EA Statute itself. It might be necessary to extend the present safeguards 

system, which can detect but not prevent any misuse of nuclear material, to include .a 

system for physical-protection of all stockpiles of nuclear material, for stockpiling by· 

the Agency of all excess nuclear material. One could. also consider International Atomic 

Ene'rgy Agency O"W!lership of all: nuclear material in the same way ·as the Euratom Supply 

Ag·ency is supposed to "own" all nuclear material within the Community. However, what I. 

primarily have .:i.n mind is an internationalization of the management of nuclear material, 

the key·te;tsk being not only to watch but also to protect all thematerial in order to 

prevent nuclear-weapons prolife~ation and guarantee the s~fest possible management of 

nuclear-energy production. The matter is indeed complex, but it is our conviction that 

the Committee cannot C).Void facing it one way or anpther. 

We believe that establishing sufficiently 'strong international measures·for the 

effective control of the use of-nuclear energy must be part of an indispensable process· 

of creating internationally-designed and aocepted policies in areas of·crucial importance 

to the future ,of mankind. The Swedish delegation will continue to g~ve:·serious thought 

and considerC!-tion to the ideas which we have presented in a verjr.preliminary form today. 

We lmow that many other delegations share the fears -vrhich underlie these ideas. · We hope 

that an exchange of views will take place in the forum of this Committee. 
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~tr. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

The- prohibition of chemical weapons is a major problem to· ~vhich the Oommi ttee on 

Disarmament has been giving much attention for several years. This problem has also 

been considered for decades in various international forums vri th the aim of removing 

the danger of chemical warfare. The Geneva Protocol of 1925 was a major international 

act concluded for that purpose; Although this important internati~nal instrument 

prohibits the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons, it does not prohibit 

their development, prodt10tion· or stockpiling cir provide for their destruction. :But· 

so long as chemical means of 1·rarfare are being developed, produced and stockpiled, 

the danger of their use in vmr vrill never be fully eliminated. The task, therefore, 

is to go further than the Geneva Protcicoi in removing the danger of chemical i·rarfare. 

The discussion li1 the Committee on Disarmament of the problem of banning 

. chemical weapons has not so far produced any solution to the problem. The. Western · 

States are not yet ready to proceed to practical consideration of the proposal for 

the complete prohibition of such Heapons. · The state of the negotiations on banning 

chemical weapons vras revimved at the third Soviet-United States summit meeting held 

recently. With a·view to mclcing progress towards the solution of this problem and 

:reaching an effective international agreement which vmuld exclude such dangerous 

instruments of mass destruction from the arsenals of States, the USSR and the 

United States agreed to. consider a joint irrLtiative in the Committee on Disarmament 

with respect to the conclusion, as a first step, of an international convention 

dealing· vri th the most dangerous, lethal met.ns of chemical um·:I'are. This agreement i·ras 

embodied in the joint Soviet-United State~ communique signed in Moscow on 3 July. 

The intention of the USSR and the United States to achieve progress in the 

solution of the problem of banning chemical weapons is a significant development in 

this field, ivhich in our opinion is bound to give an impetus to the Committee 's i"Tork 

on all aspects of this problem. 

The Committee has before it ti·ro documents containing concrete proposals on the 

problem: the draft convention on the complete prohibition of chemical means of 

vmrfare submitted by the Socialist countries (CCD/361), and the draft convention on 

the phasing-out of these means submitt~d by Japan (CCD/420). The socialist countries, 

as the sponsors of the draft convention providin'g for the c~mplete prohibition of 

chemical means of warfare, have for years been pressing for the prohibition of all 

ty-pes of chemical vreapons and for the destruction of stockpiles of such weapons. 

Accordingly the draft convention of the socialist countries, as regards the scope of 

the prohibition, is based on the "purpose criterion"; in other words~ it provides 
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fp:r; prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling, anc;l.for the 

destruct~Pn 2 of all types of chemical agents intended to be used as means of warfare 

and not _for peaceful purposes. 

'-Ole Japanese draft convention on ~he 'prohibition of chemical >veapons (CCD/420)-, 

as regards its scope, contains 'a provision similar· to .that of the socialist countries. 

The Japanese draft provides for the parties to _the convention to undertake ne.ver in 

any circumstances to develop, produce,. stockpile or ·othervrise acquire or retain 

chemical- :vmapons' equipment or means of deli very designed to use such a,gents for 

hostile_ purposes. On the key question of the scope of the ban, the draft conventions 

of the socialist countries and of Japan thus coincide. 

Unlike the draft convention of the sociali-st countries, hO'~-rever, the Japanese 

draft states in its article IV that the Parties to the convention may truce 

provisional measures providing for exceptions to the p~ohibitions concerning chemical 

weapons~ What are those exceptions going to be? The Japanese draft convention gives 

no answer to this question. The States 1-rhose vieivs have been taken into account in 

articJ;e IV of the Japanese draft, allo·w·ing limitations and exceptions to the 

prohibition of chemical -vreapons, have not yet disclosed their attitude tmvards the 

essence of the scope of the prohibition of such weapons. That is 1vhy it is n·ot clear 

to what extent- and in what direc'tion these States intend to make use of the prov.ision 

contained in article IV. 

As we· see it, article IV of the Japanese_text has been drafted to clear the Hay to 

an agreement and to the participation in this agreement of Japan's Western partners, 

v1ho,. as is vrell knOi-m, are not ready to agree to the complete prohibition of chemical 

means of Harfare but are supposed' to be willing to consider the question of such 

prohibition with certain exceptions. 

No agreement on the prohibition of chemical weapons. can be reached unless the·_ 

Western countries take the necessary political decisiop. concerning the scope of the 

prohibition-- a decision which would have to be acceptable to other St~tes. Needless 

to say, ~ convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons must contain equal 

provisions for all its parties. There cannot be different obligations for States 

parties concerning the scope of the prohibition; in other words, complete prohibition 

for some parties and a prohibition with e~eptions for others. Such an unequal 

approach to solution of the problem of the prohibition of chemical 1veapons 1vould not be 

justified, since it would- contradict the ,principle of equal security fpr all sides .• 

Until the position of the militarily significant Western States on the scope of 

the ban on chemical 'l.veapons has been clearly determined, it 1-Till hardly be possible in 

practice to make progress in the negotiations on the problem of the prohibition of such 

weapons >·Ti thin the framework of the Committee on Disarmament. 
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.Verification of the fulfilment by the States parties to the convention of their 

obligatforis'-~is another important problem pertaining to a convention on the prohibition 

of chemical vreapons. The draft conventions submitted to the Committee by the 

socialist countries and. by Japan offer different approaches to the problem of control. 

The draft of the socialist countries is based on national means of observation arid 

control by the use of certain international procedures·. The Japanese draft provides 

for the· establishment of an international verification agency entitled to conduct 

international on-site inspections. However important the problem of organizing control 

over the prohibition of chemical "'reapons may be, it is a secondary one • The tmy it is 

handled in all its .concrete aspects might be made to depend on the measure of 

agreement reached regarding the scope of the prohibition and.regarding the problem of 

banning chemical vreapons altogether. 

\ve note vvi th satisfaction the vmrk accomplished at informal meetings of the 

Committee vri th the participation of experts from l 7 to 22 July on the prohibition of 

chemical weapons. Twenty-tvro experts from thirteen States- members of the Committee 

took part in those meetings. The.meetings gave evidence of the great interest of 

States in the solution of the problem of the prohibition of chemical 1·reapons 9 ·as v1ell as 

of their concern at the present regrettable stagnation of the negotiations on this 

problem in the Committee. The active participation of experts from many countries of 

the world in the discussion of technical aspects of the prohibition of chemical weapons 

has attracted rimch attention to these issues and has .stimulated their discussion both in 

the Committee and in other international forums. 

The question of the scope of the prohibition of chemical weapons loomed large in 

the statements made by the experts. In the choice of a criterion for defining the scope 

of the prohibition, it is necessary to bear in mind that· the ban must· cover all types 

of chemical -vmapons. In this· connexion we should like to note that the "purpose 

criterion" for defining the scope of the prohibition has been 1·lidely recognized as the 

most appropriate and realistic approach. The.main advantage of this criterion is its 

universality, which ensures the comprehensive prohibition of chemical means of vrarfare. 

The acceptance of this criterion malces it possible to prohibit not only lmovm 

substances but also any other toxic substances whose properties may be studied in the 

future. Another argument in favour of the "purpose criterion" is that it also covers 

binaries~ vrhich' turn into chemical i·reapons at the moment of applica tion 9 and substances 

used for destroying useful plants. Consequently the ''purpose criterion" 1vould guarantee 

the complete prohibition of chemical 1veapons, vrhich is the eventual goal of any 

solution to this problem. Hmrever, in view of the possibility of solvingthe problem of 

prohibiting chemical weapons by stages, it becomes necessary to supplement the 

"purpose criterion" by some other criteria. 
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In the discussion of the technical aspects·by the experts, considerable 

attention was devoted to the problems .. of supervising the prohibition of chemical 

weapons. . Many aspects qf these problems v1ere broached, in particular that of the 

basis .. of supervision- national .or.international means of observation and 

supervision. At the meetings of experts_ data were produced on the difficulties 

that would arise from international supervision of the production of chemical 

agents-- especially of dual-purpose agents-- and, of course, from supervision of 
, I 

research. In such supervision the .. questions arise of protecting the rights of 

industrial an.d intellectual property, ·.in view of the need for patenting new 

chemical substances, processes and production technology. Many. chemical firms, 

especially those produci_ng dual-purpose agents, and research institutes and 

labo;ratories. will not agree to acquaint foreign specialists with their activities.· 

Visits by such -specialists to industrial ·enterprises and .research 'ins:ti tute_s 

could reveal industrial secrets and nullify the protection of industrial 

property. The conclusion, therefore, is that international superVisic;m· of· 

cessation of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons is 

impracticable. 

Moreover, the very presence of foreigri observers during the conversion to·. 

peaceful purposes or the dGstruction of stocksiof chemical weapons could in 

certain circumstances lead to the revelation of industrial secrets~ ·In this 

connexion w·e should like to point out th9-t their presence might also ·lead to the 

re~elation of secrets regarding the nature and character of the chemical agents 

to· be destroyed •. This could, in the event of. abuse by an observer of his rights, 

lead to proliferation of lethal chemical means of warfare. In addition, methods 

can be devoloped for chemical conversion of war-oriented chemical. agents to 

peaceful purposes. Here~ too, the question arise.s of protecting .industrial 

property. This idea was c.onfirmed in the discussions of the experts at the informal 

meetings. 

In. vie1-1 of the difficulties involved in the organization of international 

supervision of prohibition ·of· chE;?mical weapons and,· i-nde.ed., of its impractabili ty, 

we believe that a solution to the problem of supervising such prohibition-should 

be sought in the use of national means of supe+vision, supplemented by certain. 
/ ' ' 

international procedures. In:this ~annexion the Soviet expert expressed the view 

that internat~onal superviso-ry b9dies ,could act in accordance, lvi.th an international 
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programme containing the necessary rules and standards. This programme could be 

elaborated and.adopted at an international conference of expGrts. A standardized 

programme woul~ make it possible to eliminate any shortcowings in the .day-to-day 

work of national supervision committees. 

In a system of national supervision of prohibition of chemical weapons, the. 

repr.esentati ves oLnational supervisory committees could acquaint themselves with the 

work of the chemical undertakings of the country, and visit plants and research 

institutes. The national supervisory committees could be empowered by law to visit 

any undertaking whose work they thought they should see. Divulgation of industrial 

secrets by national inspecto:r~ would be prevented by State legislation. The 

national supervisory system c.ould also be supplemented by international co-operation, 

such as an exchange of information between States·on the pr~duction of chemicals and 

so on. 

In building up a system f'or na:t.ional supe_rvision. of prohibition of chemical 
' weapons, use could be made of the experience of organizations engaged in the 

pr,otection of the environment, in the campaign against illicit traffic in drugs, and 

in supervision of the production of goods subject to special State regulations 

concerning their sale and consu~ption. 

The exchange of expert opinion at the informal meetings should contribute to the 

elaboration of an agreed approach to these problems, as well as to progress in the 

talks on prohibition of chemical weapons. 

In order to stop the production of chemical means of warfare, it would be 

effective to introduce changes in the patent law of countries signing an agreement 

on prohibition of chemical weapons, with a view to banning the patenting of chemical 

agents designed for military purposes, and to cancelling all existing chemical-weapon 

patents and destroying all means of using them for military purposes. 

In conclusion, we should like to stress the positive contribution which the 

experts taking part in the discussions on the question of prohibiting chemical weapons 

made to the consideration of this problem. The exchange of views with their 

participation will throw a clearer light on the situation and on the difficulties 

arising in the talks on prohibiting chemical means of warfare. At the same time we 

would also point out that, for real progress in prohibiting chemical weapons, States 

should above all be prepared to ban chemical weapons and to mru~e appropriate political 

decisions. Without political decisions by States in the matter of chemical weapons, 

the ideas and conclusions of the experts 1i-rill not advance the talks on this problem, 

whatever the intentions or aspirations of the scientists who have tried here, at the 

informal meetings of the Committee, to enrich our knowledge of the highly complex field 

of chemical v1eapons. 
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Mr. liTSHBA (India): vle have listened 1vi th great attention to the statement 
{· . 

made this morning by the Under-Secretary of State, Mrs. Thorsson, leader of the 

Swedish delegation. We have no doubt that many of the points~merttion~d therein would 

contribute to our work in this Committee. I would like to express my gratitude to 

Mrs. Thorsson for her statement that she has taken'note of our asSurances that our 

nuclear;. explosion is for peaceful :Pu:i-poses only. 'lrlhile 1:1e agree vTith many points 

Imide in her general statement this morning, obviously my delegati'~n does not accept 
' ' ' 

her perspective of o~r peaqeful nuclear explosion and herre'stimate of the co:q.sequences 

1..rhich might flow f±·om it. At 'a future meeting I may state our appreciation of the 

situation and ~iso reply to a few.points made at earlier meetings of the Committee 

by other representatives. 

The meeting rose at 11.40 a.m. 

/ 


